NSW Grain Harvest Management Scheme 2016-2021

Participating Grain Receiver Undertaking and Signature Form

The term of undertaking is from the 1st July 2016 to 30th June 2021, pending any updates to the New South Wales Class 3 Grain Harvest Management Scheme Mass Exemption (Notice) 2016 (No. 1).

Participating grain receivers are required to review the following documents attached to this form and sign in the section below.

Attached documents:

1. Electronic data reporting template and summary of required fields
2. Eligible Truck Configuration Chart.

Participating Grain Receiver to complete:

By signing this acknowledgement form, I/we undertake to comply with the following terms of participation:

- To provide data on all vehicle deliveries, including overload vehicle deliveries, irrespective of scheme or rejection, to Transport for NSW no less frequently than once monthly and in the form requested by Transport for NSW.
  - To facilitate data management please send these files to grainscheme@rms.nsw.gov.au named in this format: [name of receiver] [date range of data] [type of file e.g. all deliveries; or, overloads]

- To provide this data on the understanding that it will be used to inform public reports on the NSW Grain Harvest Management Scheme

- To have a process in operation for managing overloaded deliveries to ensure you meet your chain of responsibility obligations. Please note that the Grain Harvest Management Scheme is in place to encourage productivity but discourage the transport of illegal overloads on the road network

- To ensure the weigh bridges at your receival sites have certificates of verification in accordance with the National Measurement Act 1960 and that proof of verification is available for inspection by Transport for NSW at all times
• To communicate evidence of mass breaches of NSW Grain Harvest Management Scheme masses to the parties in the Chain of Responsibility as far as practicable and keep evidence of this communication, to produce upon request by Transport for NSW

• To operate in accordance with all parts of the New South Wales Class 3 Grain Harvest Management Scheme Mass Exemption (Notice) 2016.

By signing this undertaking, I/we agree to be bound by these terms and confirm that I am appropriately delegated to enter into this undertaking on behalf of the company.

Signed

__________________________

Name

__________________________

Position

__________________________

Company Name

__________________________

Date